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This is another one of those shows that will have an impact in your thinking going forward. It is 

another of those shows that at this point only THI has the full courage to say, call out, but also 

provide solutions to fixing it. It will hopefully cause a rethink of your paths going forward, what 

happens when someone goes missing and doesn’t return? What are the impacts of that occurring? 

On an individual or collective level? This show will peel back some uncomfortable truths again, a 

letting go point and an inner strength to carry on in life for the greater good, no matter who is with 

you or not. Pay attention to all the lyrics of this show, put them together and clarity picture 

emerges. All four are sung by Ronnie James Dio, DIO becomes the Directors Intelligence 

Operation, but the great question is: who is or who are the directors? 100 years ago there was a 

document that unfolded and was revealed to humanity called the Final Warning to Humanity 

delivered by Extra Terrestrials, warning that our time was up unless actions were taken to prevent 

it. One hundred years on what has humanity done to heed that warning? And the argument is well 

we never got to hear of it. Where is or was the final warning? Some of the rest of the people outside 

of THI and or Cosmic voice can still say we never heard of it or seen it. Like many who never 

heard the call or ignored it, it seems. But that certainly doesn’t apply to the listeners from 5 years 

ago, or if you have replayed all the Must Listen to shows because I covered it. It was called 

Humanity unplugged 1 and 2. NEON KINIGHTS  

 

This piece could well turn out to be one of the most controversial and yet powerful pieces of a THI 

show. Will it bring triggers within you? Absolutely, but those are your triggers to address within 

yourselves, not project at me, for I am just the messenger. You want the bigger picture truth? Then 

this delivers it in bucketloads, but can you handle it, is the great question? If this piece doesn’t 

profoundly change you and alter your course of direction and thinking, then there is no hope for 

you or us. The experiment, the mission, the blueprint, the whole purpose of 3D human life is 

rendered mute, defunct and universally bankrupt. The term to meet you maker, another fear based 

religious program designed to throw you off balance, not think or operate correctly or stand in 

your own sovereignty. This then leads to disempowerment and the handing over the control of 

your life, thoughts, actions, manifest, consent, implied or otherwise, to a system of parents (pardon 

the pun) for the little frightened children to operate under. A child when in fear goes to their parents 

to comfort and console them, the adult when in fear turns to government and worse religion, and 

wants their god to comfort, console and also save them. All of which means, the adult has no 

personal responsibility, no empowerment and relies upon the new parent to fix and save their lives. 

These people are not adults, they are all children, weak individuals with no sense of responsibility, 

who then rely on church and government to run their lives for them. From a wider perspective, 

how can a species progress with billions of children, adult ones or otherwise? It can’t, and it just 

continues to regress to a point where only the over viewer can see the problems. Only someone or 

many someone’s can fix this broken system by inserting themselves into the arena. It can’t be fixed 

from the external, as A: there were barriers put up to prevent that, using pylons, relay stations, 

think Saturn-Moon matrix, electromagnetic veils and other assorted technologies. It required 
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skilled people and beings not corrupted by the mind virus within, to go into the proverbial and 

indicatively named Lion’s Den to change the dynamic. But, the few who came, encountered hostile 

conditions and fierce opposition by those who they came to save. Cast out of families, friend 

circles, blocked from various platforms, blocked from jobs, businesses and funding, denied a 

voice, declared mentally unstable, targeted on unimaginable levels, rendering them like lepers in 

a colony. It is no cohencidence the re-arranging of the decks down by the British and Dutch 

Empires was called colonialism. Yes the dichotomy of that dynamic, the casting out and 

denigration of the few people who are helping, fixing and saving you from not the system, but 

yourself. I have said there is not a single organization on this planet, that runs or operates on the 

premise of helping the people only, not one. Did the people notice? No! too busy mind virusing 

themselves, staring at 4-5” spying and AI database recording machines, mired in was is called 

entertainment, when in reality land it is entrainment. The difference between those two words is 

two letters, they are the letters E and T, ET phone home now has a whole new meaning or should 

do. Lots of people who think they are awake, yet are asking for ET Disclosure (M) not only have 

you already had it, but those same entities are what is enslaving your mind with programs, war, 

shekel games, control and illusion. The same people who are awake or not are bowing down to 

and praying to these same ET based gods to save them (M) Why would our oppressors save us for 

Source sakes! Yes, the gods you think you are praying to, are actually preying upon you, you are 

the prey! We want change some demand, yes as long as it doesn’t affect their illusionary based 

lifestyles, and also they don’t have to do anything to make the changes. What a ridiculous concept 

that is, pure laziness on a massive scale. Recent chats with members of the village brought a 

plethora of ponderings that kind of blew their minds again and caused them to lose sleep with the 

deep and profound ponderings coming forth. I told them some of the higher based truth, and the 

outcome of those chats was that they had to come to their own conclusions. I asked them who was 

the real problem on this planet? Their answer was us. I literally committed radio show suicide 

when I gently introduced to our listeners the concept of the real problem on this planet is, not the 

cabal, government, Illuminati, Jewish EL-ites, the church, it is us. You cannot blame 100% of the 

problems on 1% of the people, statistically it is unrealistic. I said near 2 decades ago, mass arrest 

of the politicians is absolutely pointless unless we appoint our own people to govern. You remove 

540 politicians from the American Congress, and no one outside of this group says; what happens 

next? What will happen next is, the people will point fingers at the politicians in a fake self 

elevation of themselves, and then do nothing. So, if there is a void and we the people will not fill 

it, what happens next? The dark forces will fill the void with another 540 clowns who don’t know 

their ass from their elbows and have no clue how government works, or the fact they are not even 

working for a government, but a corporation! A government is a reflection of the people, no matter 

how much you kick and scream over that fact, it is true. Look at the American elections since 2000 

and tell me if this is a functioning unit that benefits the people, or does it mirror the people? In 

2000 we had the Johns Hopkins math election, where the one with the most votes lost, regardless 

of that result as it was two sides of the same coin, as both were not only related but both from the 

Skull and Bones ritual occult school of psychopaths. Bush like his predecessor Bill Clinton, was 

not only ran by butch females, but involved in drug running as well. Bush also sacrificed many of 
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our sons and daughters in classic ritual style to the gods, with wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. But, 

for 7 years after another ritual sacrifice called September the 11th, which is an occult day, the 

Mockingbird media ran by Langley goons told all American’s that, all Muslim’s were murdering 

jihadists and we must kill and bomb them into oblivion. All on the premise that some towel head 

living in a cave cannot only mastermind that whole plot, but take over the whole of the American 

security system and use its own planes as a weapon, yeah right – turn it in. Yet the people 

swallowed the conspiracy theory hook, line and sinker. The mighty American war machine 

defeated by a few cave men, with no access to the internet (M) utterly delusional if you believe 

that. So, with the Muslim’s cast as the boogeymen, they then performed a massive piss take on the 

American populace by installing a guy with a fake name who was not American. For 7 years they 

had told us the two enemies where an Osama and a Hussein, then in comes a Muslim President 

with the fake names of Obama and Hussein, and people didn’t get it? It was right in your face FSS. 

Not only that, but Obama brought in a new agenda for the masses to be distracted with, transsexuals 

and transhumanism, and still the people didn’t see it. You know what was unfolding in the 

corridors of fake power? Mass hilarity at the rank stupidity of the people, I know these people 

actually deliberately do these things to take the piss for their own amusement and entertainment. 

That is what the Bilderbergers, WEF and UN meetings are all about, laughing at our own stupidity. 

But Obama was moved on, and we come to the next denigration of the people, a game show host. 

And the people rejoiced because he told them what they wanted to hear, and their Trump card 

which was the joker, and yet again the joke was on us. A man who has been bankrupt 6 times, 

being worshipped by people who were bankrupt morally, self-empowerment wise and mentally 

bankrupt. But let’s not forget these are some of the same bankrupt people who 6 times went through 

the loops, and so they bankrupted themselves 6 times, seeing the connections now between the 

people and their governments being a reflection of themselves? We then turned from the staged 

show theater provided by a game show host, to a senile, broken down, decrepit old person devoid 

of intelligence, personal responsibility, anything resembling coherence and as corrupt and 

unaccountable as those who went before him. Senile, broken down and decrepit old entity, is that 

just describing Mr. Biden? or the government itself? or the country itself? or the people 

themselves? or all of the above? It all comes down to personal responsibility, how much utter shit 

you will tolerate determines the levels of tyranny and slavery. The low self-worth, esteem and 

personal value kicks in then, the real epidemic and pandemic all rolled into one. Here comes the 

controversial part for some, in particular woke people who are offended by everything. A woke is 

expressing disingenuous concern for anyone you have no natural affiliation with. It is fake concern 

and more illusion, these people don’t actually care for anyone bar themselves, if that wasn’t the 

case, the world would have been a better place, its blatantly not. In the background of low self-

worth, ponder on this overview fact. Why are the Africans always starving? Because that is all 

they feel they are worth. Because if the millions of Africans had more self-worth, they would rise 

up and demand an end to their plight. Demand not only food and clean water, but roads, homes, 

businesses and jobs. Live Aid was forty years ago, did it end the famine? No, because the people 

tolerated it. But they are not the only race of humanoids who tolerate poor conditions and lifestyles 

are they? The yellow, brown, Hispanic and native peoples tolerate it as well. The appalling 
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conditions many Chinese have to live in, the squalid conditions the people of India have to live in. 

Vast swathes of Hispanic areas rendered as slum housing, that is not housing, they are temporary 

shelters, many in the west have better garden sheds than there housing. As for the Native 

reservations, they are just awful concrete jungles and not a beautification in sight. Jews, Arabs and 

Muslim abodes exactly the same in many regions also. You know why they are all living like that? 

Because they tolerate it. If you are one of those labels, deep down you know it is true, because 

people with a low self-worth just accept their fate and reality. But India, China, Brazil, Israel and 

Saudi Arabia are 5 of the richest countries in the world, and 4 of them are part of the alt media 

internet savior program of a decade ago, called BRICS. I am sorry that I have to burst your bubbles 

and false boogeymen, but we have been exposing the boogeymen on the internet for a ¼ of a 

century, and what has it changed? It hasn’t changed because the people of all colors will just go 

along with tolerating the most awful conditions and shit thrown at them, rendering them as mere 

doormats for all of life’s ills. It is not ill fortune either, it is because the races of color have negative 

anti life based tolerances that appear to have no limit or bottom. A recent example is Black Lives 

Matter, of course they do, except it doesn’t appear to matter that, they kill large numbers of their 

own people. Again a harsh and brutal fact. But Black Lives Matter was not about elevating black 

people, it was about targeting another race of people who became their boogeymen. If black lives 

really matter, then fix the mess within your own communities, only you created the ghettos, not 

whites, politicians, Hispanics or anyone else, just you. But there is one race who now take all the 

brunt for the worlds ills, the white race. But here is another brutal fact, it was largely the white 

race who gave their money to save the starving Africans. The White race countries, and for that 

we are declared the racist ones? Let’s go back in time to FHSTOS part 1 and 2, of how the white 

race tried to help the people of colors, due to their genetic make-up. It was the white race who 

taught the people of colors to not sacrifice their children and people to fake gods. It was the white 

race who built much of the older buildings still standing, like the buildings attributed to the Greeks 

and Romans. It was the white race who spread out across the world to not conquer lands and 

peoples, but to teach them a better way. It was the Rus, Aryans and Slavs who later took that 

mantle up, and yet now are denigrated due to the peoples real enemy, the fake Jews. Most white 

people have homes, businesses, jobs, roads, energy, vehicles most of which they worked or 

borrowed for, and for that, they are called white privilege. How is it a privilege if they actually 

worked for it? In our blueprint there are plans for all people to have the 5 basics, but unless those 

people raise their self-worth, they will end up back where they started. My message to the people 

of colors is, if you eliminate the white race, who will save you from yourselves? Look at the Alt 

Media, a plethora people wanting change for everyone, yet look around all of the Alt Media groups, 

95% are white. Which means that only the whites seems to care about social injustice, in general 

terms anyway. People can rail at that fact as well, but where is your mass evidence stating the 

contrary? It is just not there. Our own efforts to bridge the peoples called The People of Colors, 

ran into the proverbial stonewall. Which actually reveals those two races do not wish to engage in 

merging together for a common cause. So, I will repeat again, who are the fighters for humanity? 

The white race. Think back at the protestors against the various wars of the past 50 years, again 

most of the protestors where white, where were the Natives, Hispanics, Blacks or Asian protestors? 
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The latter 3 have far more in terms of numbers than whites, did they complain when another race 

was being bombed, no. To the Americans, who were fighting not the British or the French, but the 

fake Jews in reality, who came to your aid twice in the 1800’s? The Rus or Russians. The people 

of colors have to raise their low self-worth and tolerance of poor living conditions, quit blaming 

the whites, because as the recent Avatar movie stated; they were brought back in the form of the 

enemy, that is the fake Jews. In the past all peoples of color where brought here as slaves and to 

defeat the white race, they are your ancestors. But the modern day man of any color is not and 

should never be responsible for the people of the past. But, what if all of us here were the ancestors 

of the past? Who came here to fix that past mistakes? If that is the case, where are the people of 

colors actions to correct this? Because if you are not correcting it, you are the problem, you are 

responsible for the worlds ills, you are responsible for the poor conditions, droughts, famines and 

scarcities. White people are the problem in America, screams the people of colors, yet it is the 

white taxes that pays for your benefits and social programs, without which you will be in the same 

conditions like the Africans and Indians. Because the people of colors tolerate poor conditions and 

then the Mockingbird media parrot it, it is because the whites have it all, is why we all end up in 

poor conditions. The money people, don’t wish to spend anything on us, but the whites are much 

less tolerant of poor conditions, and so they demand the money people fix it. The people of colors 

just haven’t in sufficient numbers, and so the status quo remains. The Universal Council made a 

statement once when I complained about conditions here, their response was; we don’t see many 

unhappy people or people complaining, they look content. You know what? I couldn’t argue 

against it because it is true. Happiness is the providence of sorrow for these people, they are 

victim/victimizers, running not only those programs on themselves, but each other as well. The 

White race are the defenders of humanity, the alt media numbers confirm that, the only ones not 

engaging in ritual sacrifice apart from the cult groups coerced into religion or witchcraft, like 

Pagans, Freemasons and Wiccans. These are the uncomfortable and largely unspoken facts of not 

only his story but our story as well. It does not make the white race in anyway shape or form 

superior to others, but their genetics does have greater values in many of the virtue categories. This 

does not apply en masse either way, as there are many people of colors who despite in some cases 

their genetic make-up working against them, do have lots of virtuous qualities. 

 

Leonardo Da Vinci said: there are three classes of people. Those who see, those who see when 

they are shown and those who don’t see. I would add a fourth class to that, those who won’t see. 

The non-reality people, who in terms of creation are a complete waste of a life giving vessel. The 

most precious resource in this and every other Universe. There are many entities residing within 

the astral realms, suspended in animation just waiting for an opportunity to host a vessel and return 

them to life. Yet these blind, deaf and stupid, tyranny loving, slavery loving, compliant bot like 

machines are hampering this species far more than dark forces ever could. In a non-personal 

overview they are a waste of the greatest gift the creator and co-creators can ever have, a life. After 

25 years of the internet, there is absolutely no excuse anymore to learn life and reality. There are 

those of us who never came to play the game, we came to change it. But, what if some or all of us 

here now are or were the very ancestors who failed us? What if we were the creators of the mess 
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and now in the final time and times are here to correct the errors of our ways? It is easy to point 

fingers at others, but what happens if all those fingers are pointing at us? Remember my statement 

from Cosmic Voice time of: all of those who were here at the beginning are now here at the end. 

The great question is: is this the beginning of the end, the end of the beginning, the future of the 

past or past the past into the future? In the distant past humanity were all placed in pods because 

they couldn’t face the trauma, fear and pain like a cryogenic state and were subsequently mind 

wiped. Humanity volunteered for that, because they were too childlike to face the nasty 

boogeymen, the traumas and fears, now we can safely add another category to that list of trauma, 

fear and pain. To bring that up to date with modern man we can now add not facing reality, either 

on an external or internal level. If that is what you desire, then a new reality awaits you, it is called 

the Metaverse, the final blurring of existence between what is real and what is illusion. What holds 

the tyranny in place like a glue? Fear, which is a future word that hasn’t happened. That is your 

cue to learn and adapt to manifest skills, and create and co-create a new future. If you live in fear 

not love, you are not just part of the problem, you are the problem. Some people laugh at my 

British terms or sayings because they sound funny, and many are, one such term is turn it in. Turn 

it in is a dismissive term for not believe the official narrative, but it is also a powerful suggestion 

in overview, turn it in, turn it inwards, go within, everything is inside of you including meeting 

your maker. So we have come a full circle from the earlier sentence, but it is only a full circle for 

those of you who don’t get it, you do realize by going full circle you have looped again and 

ultimately you are the living embodiment of the Ouroboros. You wish to know who the maker is? 

You, you are the maker, the creator of the creation as your thought form through frequency and 

the subsequent vibration of that frequency, then created the energy to produce life. Grasp that 

inside your little me limitation program minded head, you are the maker of life. If you can create 

life with a thought form, what else will you create? Or are you just too lazy to contemplate it? 

Some people in the past asked why am I in this public position, because I created it. A small man, 

riddled with low self-worth, insecurities, baggage, a speech problem, an accent problem, yet here 

I am. That is not to elevate myself, but to show you all with similar issues that, you can rise from 

anywhere or situation to where you wish to be. Write down what you wish to be or accomplish, 

then judge are they service to self or others, then make corrections and start ticking off the boxes 

as you develop along the way. This takes patience folks, it has taken you 40,50 or 60+ years to 

realize you are the ultimate package in accepting illusions. Reality and development takes patience, 

don’t go into the next lifetime with regrets of what you didn’t do this lifetime. The non-developers 

will not have it easy in subsequent lifetimes, as things will get progressively worse until they all 

get it. Is this piece a game changer? Or will humanity flunk another opportunity through stupidity, 

laziness and the compulsion to ignore their own power and responsibility? The Avatar two movie 

stated, the sea is our home, did we define it? Is it the ocean, the Source, the firmament or the 

Cosmic ocean of the vast openness of space? The song being played next states; we are lost 

children of the sea, with an opening line of; In a misty morning on the edge of time, we’ve lost the 

rising sun a final sign. What my interpretation of that is, the lost children of the sea is us, children 

lost in their own illusions, operating in fear, frightened of truth, trauma, pain and even love. Yes, 

people even fear love, yet never realize that fear is the love blocker. The saying it is better to have 
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loved and lost than never at all springs to heart, not mind. How can you ascend to higher 

frequencies, purposes and dimension with no real love? You won’t. Mind only creates the illusion 

of it, and mind-based fear erases all possibilities of it. Remember the line I said a while back? 

Everything you ever wanted is on the other side of fear. But have you defined truly what you 

wanted? The progressing species going into no time will not carry passengers riddled with fear, 

fear is the future by your failure to correct something in the past in the Time matrix. It would create 

a paradox and ultimately lead to a repeat of events and conditions. Why is it a misty morning? 

Because people are so blind because they won’t see, who are now standing like a fence sitter on 

the edge of time, dancing the old worn out duality game, wracked with indecision and not facing 

reality and fearing the change between time matrices and no time. We lost the rising sun, yes the 

Logos because we couldn’t or wouldn’t step out of our diapers as a species. What if the Logos 

doesn’t return due to the inability of people to face their own truths and reality? Worn down by 

the peoples propensity to keep doing the same things and expecting different results? Peoples 

selfishness, no heart space, who have delusions of grandeur and then in the same sentence and 

time space are frightened of their own fucking power. What a dichotomy and total mindfuck that 

is from the so called crown of creation. It's fucking embarrassing that not only boggles the mind 

but the heart also. A straight dagger to the heart, self-inflicted of course, it always was, no matter 

how many boogeymen you self create within your mind-virused brains, that is the illusion, the 

mind virus is also an external excuse, because you created that mind virus. Or certainly the co-

creator of it. People who won’t lift a finger to save themselves, never mind anyone else. Another 

line states: Threw away the key and locked the door, which created your own mind virus based 

prison, we all did that. But a lock and key was provided for the fix only recently, what are you 

going to do with it? CHILDREN OF THE SEA 

 

A reminder from Thursday’s show, did you get the implications of what they were stating? Clowns 

just as we forecasted have found a new variant it is called the Kraken, a new Covid subvariant is 

spreading rapidly and worrying health officials. You do know what they are trying to raise with 

this don’t you? Having used the Marduk based Omicron, they are now trying to raise the beast 

from the sea, not the Kraken but the Leviathan. The Leviathan to swallow the children of the sea. 

The Children of the sea lyrics let’s look at them shall we. Not only look at them, understand them 

on a much deeper level than our current low level thinking patterns. In the misty morning, on the 

edge of time, We've lost the rising sun, a final sign As the misty morning rolls away to die, reaching 

for the stars, we blind the sky We sailed across the air before we learned to fly, we thought that it 

could never end We'd glide above the ground before we learned to run, now it seems our world 

has come undone. Oh, they say that it's over, that it just had to be, Ooh, they say that it's over we're 

lost children of the sea. We made the mountains shake with laughter as we played, hiding in our 

corner of the world Then we did the demon dance and rushed to nevermore, threw away the key 

and locked the door. Oh, they say that it's over poor lost children of the sea. Look out, the sky is 

falling down Look out, the world is spinning 'round and 'round and 'round Look out, the sun is 

going black, black Look out, it's never, never, never coming back Look out We blind the sky was 

false light, the neon light to go with their neon god. We did the demon dance, dancing with the 
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dark by learning to fly before we could walk, the dangers of technology that speaks to, then threw 

away the key and lock the door. Creating our own prison. The sky is falling down, the firmament 

and we are drowning in our own failures. The world is spinning in a loop and not a spiral, the sun 

is going black. You know why it was going black? Because we never sustained and held the light. 

The sun is now restored, but will you hold onto it or hand it over again? Rendering it a black hole 

sun, and life as we know it no longer exists. Quadrillions of tiny fragments of stardust. This is an 

old piece that should by now make more sense, the story of the children of the sea from my 

perspective. Perhaps you will grasp and understand it enough for it to become yours. They set traps 

everywhere, they killed us in the sea after 7 years, but we were reborn and another trap was set, as 

we emerge out of the sea onto the land, they put us in quicksand and left our heads in the sand. 

The key is now establishing ourselves on the land, not the quicksand or mari time traps, maritime 

is Mari and time, again a reference to the dark mother, Maritime means the time of the Dark 

Mother. The quicksand brings in another meme-ory for the mind virus, the sands of time, indeed. 

Our journey is out of the sea and onto the land, perhaps a replay of a somewhat cryptic speech I 

did at the time, may now make more sense, and have a deeper meaning for you all. We are all still 

learning, that is called progression, the old educating ways was stagnation, it was designed that 

way. If you stagnate on linear time, you go backwards, on vertical time you stand still, most people 

currently operate on linear time, but like the see saw analogy the key is to climb, not stagnate. 

Very soon in fact in some aspects it is already underway, humanity will face their very own D Day 

and their version of the Dunkirk landing, were we come out of the sea, having been declared dead 

at sea under the mari-time law. The sea with all its fury surrounded by a mist of fog, so no one 

could even see the beach, never mind landing on it. That fog is now clearing rapidly for many, and 

the beach is in sight and within reach. Once you have achieved that and are now out of the sea and 

away from all the sloshing about of the waves, endlessly tossing and turning, frothing at the beach 

edge, undecided whether to land or go back into the sea of illusion with the masses. You will run 

a new gauntlet up the beach, will you avoid that by putting your head in the sand, and subsequently 

be washed out to sea again? Or will you plough forward regardless, but running up the steep and 

hazardous beach with people firing at you, not with guns or bombs, but with words, lies and 

projections thrown at you, all designed to pull you back into the swirling frothing mass of the sea. 

Once at the top of the beach or the fulcrum, you then have another test, do you sail down the other 

side and join the hidden hand of darkness in the pit? or do you become the non-hidden hand and 

reach out and help pull others out of the sea of illusion and discontent? Some will say you can't 

reach the people from the top of the beach, I will say not on your own you can't, but if you use 

your imagination, you will join hands with others on the beach and form a chain to reach your 

goal. Whether you are on the land or the sea we are creating a new blueprint of what it means to 

be human, all other attempts failed, because they repeated the same failed process. They became 

deluged by the deluge, an event that can be seen as external, but in essence, is it not internal just 

as much? A hand up not a hand out, may now have a much deeper meaning to it, than you at first 

perceived. When the we becomes the I on the internal, and the I becomes the we on the external, 

the path of the sword is forged. We all fell for the sickness - that is why the word is called ILL 

usion, because we all became sick on it. The line we are creating a new blueprint four years on 
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from this piece, now carries more meaning I would hope. I told you everything years in the past, 

you just never connected it. Unless we grow up fast, got out of our mind virus heads and operate 

in and of hearts the title of this next song will be our epitaph. Are we lost children of the sea who 

will finally progress away from delusions, fear, non-love and time, or will we be ultimately be 

Children of the grave. CHILDREN OF THE GRAVE 

 

This was said on Thursday and how it all links into now. They live in a world so far removed from 

reality they might as well be living on another planet, maybe they are? You probably know people 

like that yourself. Maybe you think someday they'll come around if only you keep after them, keep 

sending them videos and articles and evidence of reality. I'm here to tell you they are not coming 

back, not now, not ever, they actually prefer living in a world of fiction, a parallel one. I put a sign 

on the inside of my door so I would see it every day before I stepped outside. The sign said: 

Everyone you see today is deranged, indeed or empty. I needed that sign to remind myself of the 

mass lunacy I was stepping into every time I left the house. Today that sign is more relevant than 

ever. If you're not disgusted with practically everyone you meet in life, you're probably brain dead 

too. In the past Jesheua and Akhenaten both used the ascension gateway for their own uses, and 

that can be looked upon as selfish. But the people hardly made much of an effort to achieve the 

frequency for them to cross also did they? People came to help you at many junctures and lifetimes, 

the people by and large ignored those teachers. There is no cheat code with this it is based on your 

own input, there is no one size fits all. This is not the first rodeo far from it, you have had multiple 

lifetimes and warnings about this, and still did nothing. At the end of the day you are were you are 

and it is what it is. You are where you are now, but where will you be? That is not my question to 

answer or anybody else for the matter, only you. A line of a song kept coming up recently stating; 

say life is what you make it and if you make it death well rest your soul away, but they are your 

choices. Going back to the races and why it is important for the colored races to support the white 

race in this monumental time and epoch should become clear with this ending piece. If not, we 

wish you well, enjoy the parallel world, for thy rod and thy staff will not comfort thee. The Seal 

of Palaidor would create a build-up of chaotic energies/identity fragments within the elemental, 

mental and astral planes, until the Fifth Root Race fulfilled its genetic imprint and assembled the 

fourth DNA strand through which these soul fragments could be released. The Paliadorian seal is 

something that has been inserted across the board into the planet globally. It has impacted the astral 

body primarily at the fourth dimensional level and impaired the Nadial Structure. What that means 

is through the Paliadorian activation if there's a problem with nadial structure or astral body, these 

splits are going to start to heal because the Paliadorian activation is going to start to heal the heart 

complex, so these issues within the nadial structure are also going to start to heal. Now, on planet 

Earth, we have a problem with the Paliadorian Seal being genetically mutated into the Artificial 

intelligence net. That means, depending on where people are stationed, as was mentioned with 

the AI Assimilation Timeline, the inner earth, the median earth in earth and higher earth, the people 

in the AI in descending pockets are going to have more problem with this Paliadorian seal being 

released, because it's been genetically mutated and merged into the AI programs. A part of the 

Paliadorian seal mutation is what keeps the 666, what’s known as a 666 Seal or the timekeeper 
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running in the body, that means a 666 timeline. There is something called the 666 timekeeper and 

the Sextant Matrix that is related to the genetic mutation of the Paliadorian seal into the AI nets. 

The 666 timekeeper keeping you in time, the Time Matrix, in essence, the now public Metaverse 

with Chatgpt and those people will be lost in space, and time. Much of that work has been 

completed by members of the 5th race, but it is not for the all. It is based on your own input, effort 

and understanding of it. So who is doing the bulk of this work you may ask? The Aeiran and Hibiru 

races, and their Aryan and Hibiru descendants would inherit this burden of cellular clearing. That 

is the white race, those nasty Aryans you have been told about from the non-ascending Hebrew 

Anunnaki cult, are the very ones to save you from yourself. It was they who took on the burden 

for the all, including the colors. White privilege? You must be joking. Cellular clearing you say? 

People of the village may connect that dot. Most humans of the present day have the fifth race 

coding, and many are subconsciously involved with this process of cellular clearing, integration 

of the emotional, mental and astral bodies. All but a few are carrying it consciously, even fewer 

understand the burden imposed on the few to carry the all. You will never find those people 

amongst the celebrities or famous some of you may follow or even worship, they are playing the 

role of the demi-gods to syphon your energy, they are parasites. Once the cellular clearing, 

integration of the emotional, astral and mental bodies is complete, then the assembling the fourth 

DNA strand, done by 5th strand DNA being(s), that is all done in order to release the Seal of Amenti 

and ascend. I am here to tell you, The Seal of Amenti is in place, awaiting yours and my input into 

it, which then creates our trinity of Earth, the Sun and Tara. The Seal of Amenti the EST, the EST 

not of eastern standard time, of their 12 space prison Merkaba Time Matrix, but our EST of eastern 

special transit of no time, matrix or otherwise and the 12+1 merkaba that opens the true tree of 

life. Work on that is progressing and this could be a key year, updates will be forthcoming when 

safe to do so. The final song is a reminder, it is all down to us, think wisely. A game changer? THE 

LAST IN LINE 

 

 


